Maeve Binchy
Yeah, reviewing a book maeve binchy could go to your near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions
for you to be successful. As understood, skill does not suggest that you have fabulous points.
Comprehending as well as promise even more than further will have the funds for each success. next to, the
broadcast as capably as perspicacity of this maeve binchy can be taken as competently as picked to act.
The Glass Lake Maeve Binchy 1996-03-01 Unable to come to terms with her misfit mother's bouts of depression,
Kit McMahon finds escape in her evening vigils along the lakeshore, until her mother's sudden death changes Kit's life
The Maeve Binchy Writers' Club Maeve Binchy 2008 'The most important thing to realise is that everyone is
capable of telling a story. It doesn't matter where we were born or how we grew up?' Maeve Binchy The Maeve
Binchy Writers' Club gives a unique insight into how a No.1 bestselling author writes. Inspired by a course run by
the National College of Ireland, it comprises 20 letters from Maeve, offering advice, tips and her own wonderfully
witty take on the life of a writer, in addition to contributions from top writers, publishers and editors. Whether
you want to write a saga or a thriller, comedy or journalism, or write for the radio or stage, this also gives
advice on the best way to get started, and what editors, publishers and agents are looking for. The Maeve Binchy
Writers' Club is a fascinating and informative guide to inspire all budding writers as well as entertaining Maeve
Binchy fans the world over.
Maeve's Times Maeve Binchy 2014-10-28 Five decades of selected writings from the Irish Times by the beloved and
best-selling author, filled with her hallmark humor, candor, and wisdom-a timeless gift to her legion of fans. Maeve
Binchy once confessed: "As someone who fell off a chair not long ago trying to hear what they were saying at the
next table in a restaurant, I suppose I am obsessively interested in what some might consider the trivia of other
people's lives." She was an accidental journalist, yet from the beginning, her writings reflected the warmth, wit,
and keen human interest that readers would come to love in her fiction. From the royal wedding to boring airplane
companions, Samuel Beckett to Margaret Thatcher, "senior moments" to life as a waitress, Maeve's Times gives us
wonderful insight into a changing Ireland as it celebrates the work of one of our best-loved writers in all its
diversity-revealing her characteristic directness, laugh-out-loud humor, and unswerving gaze into the true heart
of a matter. “Binchy’s wry, self-effacing style reminds one of a Celtic Nora Ephron. . . . [She] throws a spotlight on
strong, imperfect women confronting complicated challenges.” —The Christian Science Monitor
Whitethorn Woods Maeve Binchy 2006 When a new highway is planned that will bypass the town of Rossmore
and cut through Whitethorn Woods, the town's inhabitants are divided on whether or not the town will benefit
or suffer from the construction, while Father Flynn worries about the fate of St. Ann's Well, an age-old shrine on
the edge of the woods that is slated for destruction. Reader's Guide available. 400,000 first printing.
Echoes Maeve Binchy 2008-11-04 An emotional story of love, betrayal, friendship, and family from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Maeve Binchy. David Power and Clare O'Brien both grew up dreaming of escape from the
battered seaside town of Castlebay, Ireland, but they might as well have had the ocean between them. David is the
cherished son of a prosperous doctor, while Clare lives with her large family behind their faltering store, longing
for a moment of quiet to study. When they both go to university in Dublin—he as a matter of course, she on a
hard-won scholarship—their worlds collide. They find freedom in each other—until the families, lovers, and
secrets they left in Castlebay come back to haunt them... “Laughter and tears, it’s what Binchy does best.”—San
Francisco Chronicle Book Review “The Castlebay Maeve Binchy creates is a marvelous place.”—The New York
Times Book Review
This Year It Will Be Different Maeve Binchy 2008 Filled with Maeve Binchy's trademark wit and true storytelling
genius, THIS YEAR IT WILL BE DIFFERENT powerfully evokes the lives of wives, husbands, children, friends and
lovers. There are step-families grappling with exes; long-married couples faced with in-law problems; a wandering
husband choosing between the other woman and his wife; a child caught in a grown-up tug-of-war... Warm, witty
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and with a deep understanding of what makes us tick, THIS YEAR IT WILL BE DIFFERENT superbly demonstrates
why Maeve Binchy's stories have become world-beaters.

A Week in Winter Marcia Willett 2002-05-06 Any reader who has ever fallen in love with a house will
understand the attraction of Moorgate, a light-and-fresh-air-filled old farmhouse on the edge of the moor in
Cornwall. The enchanting house now belongs to seventy-something Maudie Todhunter, the late Lord Todhunter's
free-spirited second wife. (The first wife, Hilda, was supposedly a paragon of virtue, and Maudie has always felt
second-best.) The light of Maudie's life is her vivacious stepgranddaughter, Posy, who begs Maudie to board a
giant English mastiff whom Posy's mean-spirited mother has banned from the house. (The large and ungainly Polonius
is an impossibly lovable canine who outshines Lassie by a mile and is destined to become a favorite of readers
worldwide.) When Maudie decides to sell Moorgate, all kinds of old family secrets come to light, and so the saga
begins. Along the way, Rob, the contractor of Moorhouse, falls in love with a woman who has a sad secret.
Posy's father falls in love with someone kinder than his shrewish wife. Maudie must reevaluate someone she'd fallen
in love with years ago. And as the connections intertwine between the past and the present, many unexpected
alliances form. Vivid, lushly written, and entirely unforgettable, this all-absorbing novel provides the kind of
abundant reading experience that will leave readers eagerly looking forward to more from this newly discovered
and superbly talented author. A Week in Winter achieves a combined richness of character and circumstance that
raises it above most modern contemporary fiction, and Marcia Willett is a writer to discover and to celebrate.
A Week in Winter Maeve Binchy 2012-11-08 'Set in a country house hotel on the West coast of Ireland it's full
of her trademark warmth, humour and lovable character' Woman The Sheedy sisters had lived in Stone House for
as long as anyone could remember. Set high on the cliffs on the west coast of Ireland, overlooking the windswept
Atlantic Ocean, it was falling into disrepair - until one woman, with a past she needed to forget, breathed new life
into the place. Now a hotel, with a big warm kitchen and log fires, it provides a welcome few can resist. Winnie is
generally able to make the best of things, until she finds herself on the holiday from hell. John arrived on an impulse
after he missed a flight at Shannon. And then there's Henry and Nicola, burdened with a terrible secret, who are
hoping the break at Stone House will help them find a way to face the future... 'This is a book designed to be read in
a dark January chill; it begs for a fireside and the sound of wind and rain howling outside ... If you haven't come
across her before, you've got a real treat in store' The Lady
The Maeve Binchy Writers' Club Maeve Binchy 2010 In this warm and inspiring guide, beloved author Maeve Binchy
shares her unique insight to how a best selling author writes: from finding a subject and creating good writing
habits to sustaining progress and seeking a publisher.
The Copper Beech Maeve Binchy 2007-09-04 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “The Copper Beech is as soothing as
a cup of tea.”—People In the little Irish town of Shancarrig, the young people carve their initials—and those of
their loves—into the copper beech tree in front of the schoolhouse. But not even Father Gunn, the parish priest,
who knows most of what goes on behind Shancarrig’s closed doors, or Dr. Jims, the village doctor, who knows all
the rest, realize that not everything in the placid village is what it seems. Unexpected passions and fears are
bringing together many lives, such as the sensitive new priest and Miss Ross, the slight, beautiful schoolteacher . . .
Leonora, the privileged daughter of the town’s richest family, and Foxy Dunne, whose father did time in jail . . . and
Nessa Ryan, whose parents run Ryan’s Hotel, and two very different young men. For now the secrets in
Shancarrig’s shadows are starting to be revealed, from innocent vanities and hidden loves to crimes of the heart . .
. and even to murder. Praise for The Copper Beech “A book with a difference . . . You’ll take it home to lend to your
best friend.”—The New York Times Book Review “Binchy makes you laugh, cry, and care. Her warmth and sympathy
render the daily struggles of ordinary people heroic and turn storytelling into art.”—San Francisco Chronicle
“The Copper Beech finds author Maeve Binchy at her Irish storytelling best!”—Cleveland Plain Dealer

Silver Wedding Maeve Binchy 2007-09-04 There was never any question that Deirdre and Desmond Doyle would
celebrate a gala twenty-fifth anniversary. Naturally, their daughter Anna, would plan their grand affair. Of all
three Doyle children, Anna knew exactly what their mother wished—even as she lived her own secret life. Will
Brendan, the rebellious son, even bother to return to London? Will Helen, the hapless would-be nun, embarrass
them all? This is Deirdre’s day, a triumph for a woman obsessed with keeping up appearances, her silvery revenge
after “marrying down” twenty-five years ago. She’s determined to show them all: the maid of honor, still
unmarried, still gorgeous, now a successful London business woman…the best man, once Desmond’s close friend,
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now his boss…their reluctant priest, who harbors his own guilty secret. As family and friends gather, a lifetime of
lies takes its toll. But what begins as a family charade brings with it the transforming power of love—and truth.
Nights Of Rain And Stars Maeve Binchy 2005-06-28 The lives of four strangers are forever altered when they
meet in a Greek seaside village in this compelling novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Maeve Binchy.
Tourists enter the hilltop tavern, alone and in pairs, for a casual lunch. But a sudden tragedy in the harbor below
causes these perfect strangers to become unlikely friends as their lives begin to entwine... Fiona left her nursing
career in Ireland to be with the man everyone thinks is wrong for her. Elsa fled Germany and her high-powered
television job once she learned what the man she loved was hiding from her. Thomas mourns his failed marriage and
misses his young son in California, while David yearns to reconcile with his family in England without having to go
into the family business. Chance has brought them together, and together they will find new ways of looking at the
lives they left behind. “By the time the bouzouki players start up on the last page, you’ll feel you’ve known these
people all your life.”—The Seattle Times “The sort of book you should take with you on a trip to the Greek
islands.”—The Boston Globe

The Lilac Bus Maeve Binchy 2007-09-04 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “Maeve Binchy is a grand storyteller in the
finest Irish tradition."—The Plain Dealer The Journey . . . Every Friday night a lilac-colored minibus leaves Dublin
for the Irish country town of Rathdoon with seven weekend commuters on board. All of them, from the joking bank
porter to the rich doctor’s daughter, have their reasons for making the journey. The Destination . . . Rathdoon is
the kind of Irish village where family histories are shared and scandals don’t stay secret for long. And this
weekend, when the bus pulls in, the riders find the unexpected waiting for them . . . as each of their private lives
unfolds to reveal a sharp betrayal of the heart, a young man’s crime, and a chance for new dreams among the eight
intriguing men and women on . . . The Lilac Bus
This Year It Will Be Different Maeve Binchy 2007-09-04 From the New York Times bestselling author of Circle of
Friends and The Glass Lake comes This Year It Will Be Different, a stunning new work that brings us the magic and
spirit of Christmas in fifteen stories filled with Maeve Binchy's trademark wit, charm, and sheer storytelling genius.
Instead of nostalgia, Binchy evokes contemporary life; instead of Christmas homilies, she offers truth; and instead
of sugarplums, she brings us the nourishment of holidays that precipitate change, growth, and new beginnings. In "A
Typical Irish Christmas," a grieving New York widower heads for a holiday in Ireland and finds an unexpected
destination not just for himself, but for a father and daughter at odds. The title story "This Year It Will Be
Different" also delves into the emotions of a person at mid-life--a woman with a complacent husband and grown
children who are entering a season that can forever alter her life, and theirs. In "Pulling Together," a teacher not
yet out of her twenties sees her affair with a married man at a turning point as Christmas Eve approaches--and she
may be off on a new direction with some unusual friends. And in the delightful tale "The Hard Core," the four most
recalcitrant residents of a nursing home are left alone at Christmas with the owner's daughter in charge: the
result is sure to be disaster--or the kind of life-affirming renewal that only the spirit of the season can bring. The
stories in This Year It Will Be Different powerfully evoke many lives--step-families grappling with ex's, longmarried couples faced with in-law problems, a wandering husband choosing between "the other woman" and his wife,
a child caught in grown-up tugs-of-war--during the one holiday when feelings cannot be easily hidden. The time of
year may be magical, imbued with meaning. But the situations are universal. And Maeve Binchy makes us care about
them all. As the Philadelphia Inquirer noted, "Maeve Binchy's people come to life fully. They make you laugh and cry
and disturb your sleep." They do precisely that in this extraordinary collection, on the night before Christmas
when we are snug in our beds, or anywhere, any time of the year.

Firefly Summer Maeve Binchy 1997 An account of four fateful years in the life of a small Irish town, and in
particular of the family who run the local pub. The novel features interlocking stories of loves lost and won,
hopes raised and dashed, ambitions nurtured and secrets betrayed.
Heart and Soul Maeve Binchy 2009-02-17 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A story of patients and staff,
family, and friends who are part of a heart clinic in a community caught between the old Ireland and the new. Dr.
Clara Casey has been offered the thankless job of establishing the underfunded clinic and agrees to take it on for a
year. She has plenty on her plate already—two difficult adult daughters and the unwanted attentions of her exhusband—but she assembles a wonderfully diverse staff devoted to helping their demanding, often difficult
patients. Before long the clinic is established as an essential part of the community, and Clara must decide whether
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or not to leave a place where lives are saved, courage is rewarded, and humor and optimism triumph over greed and
self-pity. "Good-hearted and entertaining.... Offers many honest pleasures." —The Washington Post
A Few of the Girls Maeve Binchy 2016-03-01 From Maeve Binchy’s earliest writings to the most recent, her work
is filled with wisdom and common sense and also a sharp, often witty voice that is insightful and reaches out to
her readers around the world and of all ages. Whether it is one of her best-selling novels or a short story, Maeve
shows us that times may have changed, but people often remain the same: they fall in love, sometimes unsuitably;
they have hopes and dreams; they have deep, long-standing friends whose secrets are shared; they go on holidays
and celebrate new jobs . . . A Few of the Girls is a glorious collection of the very best of her short story writing,
stories that were written over the decades—some published in magazines, others for friends as gifts, many for
charity benefits. The stories are all filled with the signature warmth and humor that have always been an
essential part of Maeve’s appeal.

A Week in Summer Maeve Binchy 2011-05-03 After many happy years of marriage and raising a family, Brian and
Kathleen suddenly find themselves a bit lost in life. Midwesterners who’ve never traveled, Kathleen decides that
what she and Brian need is a vacation, and with the help of an enthusiastic travel agent she plans a trip to Ireland
in search of her roots. In beautiful, quaint Lisdoonvarna, to the couple’s surprise, they find themselves in the midst
of a joyous yearly gathering dedicated to celebrating the life and work of a late Irish poet, and they rediscover
something much more important than evidence of long-dead ancestors: their love for each other and for life itself.
A Week in Winter Maeve Binchy 2013 'Set in a country house hotel on the West coast of Ireland it's full of her
trademark warmth, humour and lovable character' Woman The Sheedy sisters had lived in Stone House for as long
as anyone could remember. Set high on the cliffs on the west coast of Ireland, overlooking the windswept Atlantic
Ocean, it was falling into disrepair - until one woman, with a past she needed to forget, breathed new life into the
place. Now a hotel, with a big warm kitchen and log fires, it provides a welcome few can resist. Winnie is generally
able to make the best of things, until she finds herself on the holiday from hell. John arrived on an impulse after he
missed a flight at Shannon. And then there's Henry and Nicola, burdened with a terrible secret, who are hoping the
break at Stone House will help them find a way to face the future... 'This is a book designed to be read in a dark
January chill; it begs for a fireside and the sound of wind and rain howling outside ... If you haven't come across her
before, you've got a real treat in store' The Lady
Full House Maeve Binchy 2015-05-05 A Vintage Shorts “Short Story Month” Original Selection They hadn’t
intended it to be a full house. Dee and Liam had thought that their children would leave home one by one and come
to see them on weekends. Wouldn’t that be nice? But Helen had never left; Rosie got married but not for long;
Anthony writes songs and will be a sensation someday. And Dee wonders what she did wrong. Instead of enjoying
her “old age,” she is taking care of everyone else. When a crisis occurs Dee takes charge and decides that something
has to change—much to everyone’s surprise. Beloved storyteller and internationally bestselling author Maeve
Binchy left a treasure trove of unpublished short stories after her death. “Full House” is everything we’ve come to
expect from Binchy’s work—a world of charm, joy and sorrow, where we return again and again to be instructed
and warmed. She received a Lifetime Achievement Award at the British Book Awards in 1999 and the Irish PEN/A.T.
Cross Award in 2007 and is the author of many bestselling books including Maeve’s Times, Chestnut Street, and A
Week in Winter. An eBook short.
Dublin 4 Maeve Binchy 2010-09-30 A vintage collection of short stories set in the heart of Dublin, from the
bestselling author of Light a Penny Candle and Circle of Friends. A society hostess entertains her husband's
mistress to dinner; a country girl savours the delights of city life; a student faces the dilemma of unmarried
pregnancy; and a drink-ridden photographer tries to relaunch a shattered career... This vintage collection of
stories from the bestselling author of Light a Penny Candle and Circle of Friends is Maeve Binchy at her best - her
trademark warmth, wit and compassion are unmistakeable.

Chestnut Street Maeve Binchy 2014-04-22 A New York Times Bestseller From the author of A Week in Winter and
Minding Frankie: a poignant and heartwarming collection of stories centered on the comings and goings of one
delightful street in Dublin “Packed with charming takes on people's quirks and foibles, nosy neighbors and friendly
ones. Binchy eloquently exposes and explores relationships between parents and children, husbands and wives,
longtime and recently acquired friends.”—The Boston Globe Imagined with the humor and understanding that are
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hallmarks of Maeve Binchy’s storytelling, the world of Chestnut Street captivates us with its joys and sorrows.
Maguire, the window cleaner, must do more than he bargained for in order to protect his son. Nessa Byrne’s aunt
visits from America every summer, turning Nessa’s house—and world—upside down. Lilian, a generous girl with a
big heart, has a fianc whom no one approves of. Melly’s gossipy ways help Madame Magic, a self-styled fortuneteller, get everyone on the right track. And Dolly, an awkward young girl, discovers more about her perfect
mother than she ever wanted to know.

Quentins Maeve Binchy 2003-08-26 #1 New York Times bestselling author Maeve Binchy tells the story of a
generation and a city through the history of a Dublin restaurant in this “warm-hearted” (Boston Herald)
enthralling novel. Ella Brady wants to film a documentary about Quentins that will capture the spirit of Dublin
from the 1970s to the present day. After all, the restaurant saw the people of a city become more confident in
everything from their lifestyles to the food that they chose to eat. And Quentins has a thousand stories to tell.
But as Ella uncovers more of what has gone on at Quentins, she begins to wonder whether some secrets should be
kept that way... “Quentins is not just any Dublin restaurant; it’s a place where wedding proposals, business deals,
family ties, and friendships are forged (and sometimes broken).”—The Seattle Times
Circle of Friends Maeve Binchy 2007-09-04 “[An] irresistible invitation to share the lives of people who believe in
enduring values.”—Detroit Free Press It began with Benny Hogan and Eve Malone, growing up, inseparable, in the
village of Knockglen. Benny—the only child, yearning to break free from her adoring parents. . . . Eve—the orphaned
offspring of a convent handyman and a rebellious blueblood, abandoned by her mother's wealthy family to be raised
by nuns. Eve and Benny—they knew the sins and secrets behind every villager's lace curtains . . . except their own. It
widened at Dublin, at the university where Benny and Eve met beautiful Nan Mahlon and Jack Foley, a doctor's
handsome son. But heartbreak and betrayal would bring the worlds of Knockglen and Dublin into explosive
collision. Long-hidden lies would emerge to test the meaning of love and the strength of ties held within the fragile
gold bands of a. . . Circle Of Friends. Praise for Circle of Friends “A rare pleasure . . . at terrific tale, told by a
master storyteller.”—Susan Isaacs, The New York Times Book Review “Circle of Friends welcomes you in.”—The
Washington Post
Circle of Friends Maeve Binchy 2006 Set mainly against the background of a small community, this novel is the
story of three girls whose lives, over a period of ten years, become entwined in a bizarre triangle.
Evening Class Maeve Binchy 1996 The Italian evening class at Mountainview School is like hundreds of others
starting up all over the city. But this class has its own special quality - as the focus for the varied hopes and
dreams of teacher and pupils alike. Aidan Dunne needs his new evening class project to succeed almost as much as his
pupils do. They too are looking for something more: Bill to find a way to keep spendthrift Lizzie at his side, and Fran
to make sure that young Kathy finds her way out from behind the kitchen sink. The key to their success lies with the
Signora. Her passion has drawn her from Ireland to Italy and back home again with a burning desire to share her
love of all things Italian - and a secret hidden in her heart...
Firefly Summer Maeve Binchy 1989 Roman.
The Lilac Bus Maeve Binchy 1992 A collection of eight interconnected stories features seven different people who,
every Friday evening, travel from Dublin to Rathdoon on Tom Fitzgerald's lilac-colored bus

Star Sullivan Maeve Binchy 2010-07-22 Maeve Binchy's highly successful Quick Read. Molly Sullivan said that
the new baby was a little star. She was no trouble at all and she was always smiling - so she became known as
Star and no one remembered that her name was Oona. Star Sullivan just wanted everyone to be happy - her father
to stop gambling, her mother not to work so hard, her brother to stay out of trouble, her sister to stop
worrying about every little thing she ate. Then the Hale family moved in next door, and from the moment Star saw
23-year-old Laddy Hale, everything began to change - until Star was no longer the sweet, thoughtful girl
everyone loved and no one worried about...
Whitethorn Woods Maeve Binchy 2007-03-06 A New York Times Bestseller "Love, longing, and rich scenes of
daily life.... What could be sweeter than a trip to an Irish village packed with robust native characters." —The
Christian Science Monitor When a new highway threatens to bypass the town of Rossmore and cut through
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Whitethorn Woods, everyone has a passionate opinion about whether the town will benefit or suffer. But young
Father Flynn is most concerned with the fate of St. Ann’s Well, which is set at the edge of the woods and slated
for destruction. People have been coming to St. Ann’s for generations to share their dreams and fears, and speak
their prayers. Some believe it to be a place of true spiritual power, demanding protection; others think it’s a mere
magnet for superstitions, easily sacrificed. Father Flynn listens to all those caught up in the conflict, as the men
and women of Whitethorn Woods must decide between the traditions of the past and the promises of the future.

Quentins Maeve Binchy 2003 While filming a documentary about Quentins, a famed Dublin restaurant, Ella Brady
explores the changing face of the city from the 1970s to the present day as she captures the stories of the people
who have made Quentins a center of their lives. Reprint.
Scarlet Feather Maeve Binchy 2002-03-01 Two friends struggle to balance their personal and professional lives
in this charming novel from acclaimed author Maeve Binchy. They met in cooking school and became fast friends with
a common dream. Now Cathy Scarlet and Tom Feather hope to take Dublin by storm with their newly formed
catering company, aptly dubbed "Scarlet Feather." Not everyone, however, shares their optimism. Cathy's motherin-law disapproves of both Cathy and her new "hobby," while Cathy's husband, Neil, pays no mind to anythingexcept his work as a civil rights lawyer. And then there's Tom's family, who expect him to follow in his father's
footsteps, and an ambitious girlfriend who's struggling with career dreams of her own. Between friends and families,
ups and downs, heartaches and joys, Cathy and Tom are about to embark on the most maddening-and exhilaratingyear of their lives...
Minding Frankie Maeve Binchy 2011-03-01 New York Times Bestseller A tale of joy, heartbreak and hope, about a
motherless girl collectively raised by a close-knit Dublin community. When Noel learns that his terminally ill
former flame is pregnant with his child, he agrees to take guardianship of the baby girl once she’s born. But as a
single father battling demons of his own, Noel can’t do it alone. Fortunately, he has a competent, caring network
of friends, family and neighbors: Lisa, his unlucky-in-love classmate, who moves in with him to help him care for
little Frankie around the clock; his American cousin, Emily, always there with a pep talk; the newly retired Dr. Hat,
with more time on his hands than he knows what to do with; Dr. Declan and Fiona and their baby son, Frankie’s first
friend; and many eager babysitters, including old friends Signora and Aidan and Frankie’s doting grandparents, Josie
and Charles. But not everyone is pleased with the unconventional arrangement, especially a nosy social worker,
Moira, who is convinced that Frankie would be better off in a foster home. Now it’s up to Noel to persuade her
that everyone in town has something special to offer when it comes to minding Frankie. "Joyful, quintessential
Binchy." —O, The Oprah Magazine
Tara Road Maeve Binchy 2007-09-04 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A tender novel of the pleasures and
pitfalls of friendship Tara Road is an ultramodern love story for women, about women, between women that is
sure to delight.”—Newsday New York Times bestselling author Maeve Binchy has captured the hearts of millions
with her unforgettable novels. Binchy's graceful storytelling and wise compassion have earned her the devotion of
fans worldwide--and made her one of the most beloved authors of our time. Now she dazzles us once again with a
new novel filled with her signature warmth, humor, and tender insight. A provocative tale of family heartbreak,
friendship, and revelation, Tara Road explores every woman's fantasy: escape, into another place, another life.
"What if . . ." Binchy asks, and answers in her most astonishing novel to date. Praise for Tara Road “Her best work
yet . . . Tara Road is like a total immersion in a colorful new world, where the last page comes too
soon.”—Seattle Times “An irresistible tale.”—Elle “Engrossing.”—Wall Street Journal “Difficult to put
down!”—Denver Post “One of Binchy's best.”—Kirkus Reviews
The Builders Maeve Binchy 2009-04-17 Previously published: Dublin: New Island Books, 2002.

Light a Penny Candle Maeve Binchy 2001-02-01 Beloved author Maeve Binchy's first published novel, an
engrossing coming of age tale about the incredible bond of friendship. To escape the chaos of London during World
War II, young Elizabeth White is sent to live a safer life in the small Irish town of Kilgarret. It is there, in the
crowded, chaotic O’Connor household, that she meet Aisling—a girl who soon becomes her very best friend,
sharing her pet kitten and secretly teaching her the intricacies of Catholicism. Aisling’s boldness brings Elizabeth
out of her proper shell; later, her support carries Elizabeth through the painful end of her parents’ chilly marriage.
In return, Elizabeth’s friendship helps Aisling endure her own unsatisfying marriage to a raging alcoholic. Through
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the years, they come to believe they can overcome any conflict, conquer any hardship—as long as they have each
other. Now they’re about to find out if they're right... “A sumptuous saga.”—Harper’s “Wonderful…a novel that
could be mistaken for life.”—New York Daily News

Three Complete Books Maeve Binchy 1995 Three of Maeve Binchy's most popular works celebrate Ireland and its
people with The Lilac Bus, Firefly Summer, and Silver Wedding.
Maeve Binchy Piers Dudgeon 2014-07-22 Maeve Binchy's heartwarming tales of love, life, and loss made her one of
America's best-loved storytellers. Her novels, which sold more than 40 million copies worldwide, captured
imaginations on both sides of the Atlantic in a way that most authors only dream of. Seared with a truth and
honesty that leapt from the page, her stories capture the imagination and continue to win her legions of loyal
fans. In this extraordinary biography, Piers Dudgeon reveals that the inspiration for many of her stories came from
Maeve's own hard-won experience growing up in Ireland. In the land of her birth and what would become the setting
of her novels, Maeve suffered through a difficult adolescence and famously lost her faith before coming to terms
with who she was and expressing at last the qualities that would come to define her as both a writer and a
person. Drawing on extensive research and humorous personal anecdotes, Maeve Binchy: The Biography celebrates
the life of a compassionate, down-to-earth and charming woman who touched hearts around the world and left
behind an incredible legacy.

Echoes Maeve Binchy 2008 After Clare O'Brien, a poor shopkeeper's daughter, and David Power, a son of a
wealthy family of Castlebay, marry, they find the confinements of life in the small Irish seaside town of Castlebay
once again closing in.
Tara Road Maeve Binchy 2000 Thanks to a chance phone call, Ria from Dublin and Marilyn from New England
switch houses for the summer with extraordinary results when they are drawn into lifestyles vastly different
from their own.
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